A method for accessing a CCBS service based on an identity comprises: when receiving a call invite and determining that the call invite includes a call completion indicator, a Terminating Application Server (T_AS) authenticates the identity of a caller initiating the call invite, allows the access of the caller when the identity authentication is passed; and rejects the access of the caller when the identity authentication is failed. A system for accessing a CCBS service based on an identity comprises: a receiving unit, configured to receive a call invite and to trigger the authenticating unit when determining that the call invite includes a call completion indicator; an authenticating unit, configured to authenticate the identity of a caller in the call invite, to trigger the accessing unit when the authentication is passed and to trigger the rejecting unit when the authentication is failed; an accessing unit, configured to access the call from the caller; and a rejecting unit, configured to reject access of the call from the caller. A call access device is provided. The disclosure fully ensures the call order of accessing a calling subscriber to a called subscriber, embodies the call access justification and prevents the preferential call access right of a malicious subscriber.
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR ACCESSING COMPLETION OF CALL TO BUSY SUBSCRIBER SERVICE BASED ON IDENTITY

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The disclosure relates to a processing technology for a Completion of Call to Busy Subscriber (CCBS) service, particularly to a method and system for accessing a CCBS service based on an identity for a terminating Application Server (AS) in the CCBS service.

BACKGROUND

[0002] FIG. 1 is a flowchart of the existing CCBS service, as shown in FIG. 1, the flow of the existing CCBS service comprises:

[0003] Step 1: a calling subscriber A calls a called subscriber B, and the called subscriber B rejects a call invite from the calling subscriber A for subscriber busy;

[0004] Step 2: an Originating Application Server (O_AS) sends a subscribe message (SUBSCRIBE) to the T_AS to subscribe the idle state of the called subscriber;

[0005] Step 3: after receiving the SUBSCRIBE from the O_AS, the Terminating Application Server (T_AS) returns a 202OK message to the O_AS to acknowledge receiving the SUBSCRIBE;

[0006] after step 3, the T_AS begins to perform a busy state supervision on the called subscriber B (a busy state supervision begins), and when the current state of the called subscriber B is detected to become available (user B becomes available), Step 4 is executed;

[0007] Step 4: when the called subscriber is idle, the T_AS transverses the list of the O_AS subscribing the idle state of the subscriber and sends a notification message (NOTIFY) to the first O_AS subscribing the idle state currently;

[0008] Step 5: after receiving the NOTIFY, the O_AS returns a 200OK acknowledgment message to the T_AS; and

[0009] Step 6–Step 10: the O_AS notifies the calling subscriber A of initiating a recall invite (INVITE) in an REFER mode, and adds call completion indicator (CC call indicator) information into the call invite of the calling subscriber A; or the O_AS sends a 3rd Party Call Control (3PCC) flow, sends a call invite to the called subscriber B and adds call completion indicator information in the call invite.

[0010] After receiving the call invite, the T_AS judges whether the call invite includes the call completion indicator information, if the call invite includes the call completion indicator information, the T_AS forwards the call invite to the called subscriber B; and, if the call invite does not include the call completion indicator information, the T_AS rejects the current call invite by a 486 (Busy Here) failure response.

[0011] If the T_AS allows this call, the subsequent processing flow will be continued to complete this call.

[0012] FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating performing a malicious call based on FIG. 1, as shown in FIG. 2, performing a malicious call by a malicious call subscriber is specifically as follows:

[0013] the processing way in step 1 to step 5 here are completely as same as that in step 1 to step 5 in FIG. 1, thereby needing no further description for details;

[0014] Step 6: a malicious subscriber or an other application server sends a call invite to the T_AS, wherein the malicious subscriber inserts call completion indicator information in the call invite initiated by the malicious subscriber per se; the T_AS will process the call of the malicious subscriber according to the circumstance of the calling subscriber A in step 1 to step 5, i.e., taking the call invite of the current malicious subscriber as a subscriber of the CCBS service;

[0015] Step 7: the T_AS forwards the call invite of the malicious subscriber to the called subscriber B to perform a call access;

[0016] in this way, the malicious subscriber is accessed to the called subscriber B prior to a normal subscriber A; and

[0017] the processing flow in step 8 to step 12 corresponds to that in FIG. 1, thereby needing no further description for details.

[0018] It can be seen from FIG. 2 that, if a malicious subscriber adds call completion indicator information into a call invite by itself, the originating network does not filter the message, such that the call invite of the malicious subscriber including call completion indicator information will be sent to the T_AS to set up a call. In this way, a calling subscriber firstly initiating a subscription fails to complete the call at first, but a calling subscriber initiating subscription later completes the call. So, the malicious subscriber equivalently jumps the queue. Obviously, this is not favourable for calling justification and may even affect the normal calling of normal subscribers.

SUMMARY

[0019] In view of the above-mentioned problem, the main target of the disclosure is to provide a method and system for accessing a Completion of Call to Busy Subscriber (CCBS) service based on an identity, which can reject the call invite of a malicious subscriber including call completion indicator information.

[0020] In order to achieve the target, the technical solution of the disclosure is implemented as follows.

[0021] A method for accessing a CCBS service based on an identity comprises:

[0022] when receiving a call invite and determining that the call invite includes a call completion indicator, a Terminating Application Server (T_AS) authenticates the identity of a caller initiating the call invoke, allows the access of the caller when the identity authentication is passed; rejects the access of the caller when the identity authentication is failed.

[0023] Preferably, the caller may comprise a calling subscriber or a calling user equipment; and a callee may comprise a called subscriber or a called user equipment.

[0024] Preferably, the rejecting the access of the caller may comprise: rejecting the access of the caller by sending a reject message to the caller, wherein the reject message is a 486 message.

[0025] Preferably, the method may further comprise: the T_AS, when detecting that the callee is idle, sends a notification message indicating that the callee is idle to the caller, and records identifier information of the caller; and

[0026] the authenticating the identity of the caller initiating the call invite may comprise: the T_AS extracts the identifier information of the caller from the call invite, and compares the identifier information with identifier information of the callee recorded in the T_AS, wherein the identity authentication is passed when the identifier information of the caller from the call invite is identical to the identifier information of the caller recorded in the T_AS, and the identity authentication is failed when the identifier information of the caller from
the call invite is not identical to the identifier information of the caller recorded in the T_AS.

[0027] Preferably, the T_AS may authenticate the identity of the caller based on a shared key.

[0028] Preferably, the T_AS may authenticate the identity of the caller based on the shared key specifically by: the T_AS determining whether a recall invite of the caller forwarded by the O_AS includes shared key information, and sending a reject message to the O_AS when the shared key information is not included, wherein the reject message includes a challenge value generated based on the shared key; the caller resending a call invite, which includes the shared key information, to the T_AS; and the T_AS authenticating the shared key information, wherein the identity of the caller becomes legal when the authentication is passed and the identity of the caller becomes illegal when the authentication is failed.

[0029] Preferably, the T_AS may authenticate the identity of the caller based on the shared key specifically by: the T_AS, when detecting that the callee is idle, sending a notification message to the O_AS, wherein the notification message includes a challenge value generated based on the shared key; the caller sending a recall invite including the shared key information to the T_AS; and the T_AS authenticating the shared key information in the recall invite, wherein the identity of the caller becomes legal when the authentication is passed and the identity of the caller becomes illegal when the authentication is failed.

[0030] Preferably, the method may further comprise: the T_AS allocates an identifier for a caller rejected for subscriber busy and notifies the caller or the O_AS; the caller sends a recall invite, which includes the identifier information, to the T_AS, and; and the T_AS authenticates the identifier information in the recall invite, wherein the identity of the caller becomes legal when the authentication is passed and the identity of the caller becomes illegal when the authentication is failed.

[0031] A system for accessing a CCBS service based on an identity comprises a receiving unit, an authenticating unit, an accessing unit and a rejecting unit; wherein

[0032] the receiving unit is configured to receive a call invite and to trigger the authenticating unit when determining that the call invite includes a call completion indicator;

[0033] the authenticating unit is configured to authenticate the identity of the caller in the call invite, to trigger the accessing unit when the authentication is passed and to trigger the rejecting unit when the authentication is failed;

[0034] the accessing unit is configured to access the call from the caller; and

[0035] the rejecting unit is configured to reject access of the call from the caller.

[0036] Preferably, the system may further comprise a detecting unit and a sending and recording unit; wherein the detecting unit is configured to trigger the sending and recording unit when detecting that the callee is idle; the sending and recording unit is configured to send a notification message indicating that the callee is idle to the caller and to record identifier information of the caller; and the authenticating unit extracts the identifier information of the caller from the call invite forwarded by the O_AS, and compares the identifier information with identifier information of the caller recorded in the T_AS, wherein the identity authentication is passed when the identifier information of the caller from the call invite is identical to the identifier information of the caller recorded in the T_AS, and the identity authentication is failed when the identifier information of the caller from the call invite is not identical to the identifier information of the caller recorded in the T_AS.

[0037] Preferably, the authenticating unit may further authenticate the identity of the caller based on a shared key.

[0038] Preferably, the authenticating unit may further comprise a determining sub-unit, a sending sub-unit, a re-sending sub-unit and an authenticating sub-unit; wherein the determining sub-unit is configured to determine whether the recall invite of the caller forwarded by the O_AS includes shared key information, to trigger the sending sub-unit when the shared key information is not included, and to trigger the authenticating sub-unit when the shared key information is included; the sending sub-unit is configured to send a reject message including a challenge value generated based on the shared key to the O_AS; the re-sending sub-unit is configured to send a call invite including the shared key information to the T_AS, and the authenticating sub-unit is configured to authenticate the shared key information, wherein the identity of the caller becomes legal when the authentication is passed and the identity of the caller becomes illegal when the authentication is failed.

[0039] Preferably, the authenticating unit may further comprise a detecting sub-unit, a first sending sub-unit, a second sending sub-unit and an authenticating sub-unit; wherein the detecting sub-unit is configured to trigger the sending sub-unit when detecting that the callee is idle; the first sending sub-unit is configured to send a notification message including a challenge value generated based on the shared key to the O_AS; the second sending sub-unit is configured to send a recall invite including the shared key information to the T_AS, and the authenticating sub-unit is configured to authenticate the shared key information in the recall invite, wherein the identity of the caller becomes legal when the authentication is passed and the identity of the caller becomes illegal when the authentication is failed.

[0040] Preferably, the system may further comprise an allocating unit, a notifying unit and a sending unit; wherein the allocating unit is configured to allocate an identifier for the caller rejected for subscriber busy; the notifying unit is configured to notify the caller or the O_AS of the identifier; the sending unit is configured to send a recall invite including the identifier information to the T_AS, and the authenticating unit authenticates the identifier information in the recall invite, wherein the identity of the caller becomes legal when the authentication is passed and the identity of the caller becomes illegal when the authentication is failed.

[0041] In the disclosure, a mechanism for authenticating the identity of a calling subscriber is set in the T_AS to authenticate the identity of a subscriber included in the recall invite initiated by the calling subscriber, and, only the calling subscriber passing the identity authentication can be allowed to access a call; otherwise, the calling subscriber is rejected to access a call. The disclosure fully ensures the call order of accessing a calling subscriber to a called subscriber, embodies the call access justification and prevents the preferential call access right of a malicious subscriber.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0042] FIG. 1 is a flowchart of the existing Completion of Call to Busy Subscriber (CCBS) service;

[0043] FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating performing a malicious call based on FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a flowchart illustrating a first embodiment of a method for accessing a CCBS service based on an identity in the disclosure;

FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating a second embodiment of a method for accessing a CCBS service based on an identity in the disclosure;

FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating a third embodiment of a method for accessing a CCBS service based on an identity in the disclosure;

FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating a fourth embodiment of a method for accessing a CCBS service based on an identity in the disclosure;

FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram illustrating a first composition and structure of a system for accessing a CCBS service based on an identity in the disclosure;

FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram illustrating a second composition and structure of a system for accessing a CCBS service based on an identity in the disclosure; and

FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram illustrating a third composition and structure of a system for accessing a CCBS service based on an identity in the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The basic idea of the disclosure is that a mechanism for authenticating an identity of a calling subscriber is set in a Terminating Application Server (T_AS) to authenticate the identity of a subscriber included in a recall invite initiated by the calling subscriber, and, only the calling subscriber, when the identity authentication is passed, can be allowed to access a call; otherwise, the calling subscriber is rejected to access a call. The disclosure fully ensures the call order of accessing a calling subscriber to a called subscriber, embodies the call access justification and prevents the preferential call access right of a malicious subscriber.

To make the aim, technical solution and advantages of the disclosure more clear and understood, the disclosure will be further described in detail with reference to embodiments and drawings.

FIG. 3 is a flowchart illustrating a first embodiment of a method for accessing a CCBS service based on an identity in the disclosure, as shown in FIG. 3, the method for accessing the CCBS service based on the identity in the embodiment comprises the following steps:

Step 1: a calling subscriber A calls a called subscriber B, and the called subscriber B is busy and rejects the call;

Step 2: when the calling subscriber A has a CCBS service, the O_AS subscribes to an idle state of the called subscriber B from the T_AS;

Step 3: the T_AS returns a 200OK message for the subscribe message and begins to detect the busy state of the called subscriber B (a busy state detecting begins);

Step 4: when detecting that the called subscriber B is idle, the T_AS sends a notification message to the O_AS and records the identifier information of the calling subscriber notified this time;

Step 5: the O_AS returns a 200OK message for the notification message;

Step 6: at the moment, a subscriber C, or another AS representative the subscriber C sends a call invite to the T_AS of the called subscriber B, wherein the call invite includes a call completion indicator (CC call indicator);

Step 7: the T_AS matches the recorded identifier of the calling subscriber A currently notified with the identifier of the subscriber C, and rejects the call invite and send 486 reject message to the subscriber C if the matching is not successful;

Step 8: the O_AS initiates a recall flow (Recall), taking the recall flow in an REFER mode as an example, the O_AS sends an REFER message to the calling subscriber A;

Step 9: the calling subscriber A returns a 200OK message for the REFER message;

Step 10: the calling subscriber A sends a call invite to the O_AS;

Step 11: the O_AS forwards the call invite to the T_AS; and

Step 12: the T_AS forwards the call invite to the called subscriber B. The T_AS matches the identifier of the calling subscriber in the received call invite, and forwards the call invite to the called subscriber B and accesses the calling subscriber A to the called subscriber B if it is completely matched.

In the embodiment, when sending a notification message to the O_AS in step 4, the T_AS will store the identifier of the calling subscriber A to judge whether the identifier information of the calling subscriber from the call invite is matched with the identifier information of the notified calling subscriber stored in the T_AS per se after receiving the recall invite for the called subscriber B, rejects the call invite if they are not matched, or forwards the current call invite to the called subscriber B when they are matched. By the mechanism, an illegal call invite of a malicious subscriber can be avoided.

In the disclosure, a caller comprises a calling subscriber or a calling User Equipment (UE); and a callee comprises a called subscriber or a called user equipment.

FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating a second embodiment of a method for accessing a CCBS service based on an identity in the disclosure, as shown in FIG. 4, the method for accessing the CCBS service based on the identity in the embodiment comprises the following steps:

Step 1 to step 5 are completely as same as that in FIG. 3, thereby needing no further description of the processing details;

Step 6: a subscriber C or another AS representative the subscriber C sends a call invite to the T_AS of the called subscriber B, wherein the call invite includes a call completion indicator (CC call indicator);

Step 7: the T_AS receives a recall invite, and judges whether the current call invite includes a shared key, and, if the authentication is failed (a shared key is not included) the T_AS uses a 401 reject message, including a challenge value generated based on the shared key, to reject the call invite; for a malicious subscriber C or an AS forwarding a call invite of the malicious subscriber C, if there is no shared key in the call invite, it is impossible to falsify authentication information and send a call invite which can pass the authentication again;

Step 8: the O_AS including the challenge value generated based on the shared key resends a recall flow (Recall), and taking the recall flow in an REFER mode as an example, the O_AS sends the REFER message to the calling subscriber A;

Step 9: the calling subscriber A returns a 200OK message for the REFER message;

Step 10: a calling side (calling subscriber A) initiates a call invite, wherein the call invite does not include the authentication information of the shared key at this moment;
Step 11: the O_AS forwards the call invite to the T_AS, since the first recall invite of the calling subscriber A does not include the authentication information of the shared key; the authentication can be failed;

Step 12: the T_AS uses a 401 reject message, including a challenge value generated based on a shared key, to reject the call invite;

Step 13: the O_AS forwards the 401 reject message to the calling subscriber A, wherein the reject message includes the challenge value generated based on the shared key;

Step 14: the calling subscriber A resends a call invite including the authentication information of the shared key;

Step 15: the O_AS forwards the call invite of the calling subscriber A to the T_AS; and

Step 16: the T_AS forwards the call invite to the called subscriber B. The T_AS authenticates the shared key in the received call invite, and if the authentication is passed, the T_AS forwards the call invite to the called subscriber B to make the calling subscriber A access to the called subscriber B.

In the embodiment, in step 10, the call invite initiated by the calling subscriber A may not include key information, and in step 11, after receiving the call invite, the O_AS generates a corresponding key and inserts it into the call invite.

FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating a fourth embodiment of a method for accessing a CCBS service based on an identity in the disclosure, as shown in FIG. 6, the method for accessing the CCBS service based on the identity in the embodiment comprises the following steps.

Step 1 to step 3 here are completely as same as that in FIG. 3, thereby needing no further description of the processing details;

Step 4: in the subscription process, when detecting that the called subscriber B is idle, the T_AS sends a notification message to the calling subscriber A; in the embodiment, when receiving the call invite of the calling subscriber A and determining that the called subscriber B is busy, the T_AS allocates a corresponding identifier for the calling subscriber, such as an authentication serial number, and sends the identifier to the O_AS by the notify message in the step. The O_AS notifies or does not notify the calling subscriber A of the identifier;

the identifier allocated by the T_AS can also be inserted in the 200OK message in step 3 to achieve the aim of notifying the O_AS or the rejected calling subscriber;

Step 5: the O_AS sends a 200OK acknowledgement message to the T_AS;

Step 6: a malicious call subscriber C or an other AS sends a call invite to the T_AS, wherein the call invite does not include a corresponding identifier;

Step 7: the T_AS rejects the call invite, and directly sends a 486 reject message to a subscriber C or an AS to reject the call invite;

Step 8: the O_AS initiates a recall flow (Recall), taking the recall flow in an REFER mode as an example, the O_AS sends an REFER message to the calling subscriber A;

Step 9: the calling subscriber A sends a 200OK acknowledgement message to the O_AS;

Step 10: the calling subscriber A initiates a call invite, wherein the call invite includes the authentication information of the shared key;

Step 11: the O_AS forwards the call invite of the calling subscriber A to the T_AS; and

Step 12: the T_AS forwards the call invite to the called subscriber B. The T_AS authenticates the shared key in the received call invite, and if the authentication is passed, the T_AS forwards the call invite to the called subscriber B to make the calling subscriber A access to the called subscriber B.

In the embodiment, in step 10, the call invite initiated by the calling subscriber A may not include key information, and in step 11, after receiving the call invite from the calling subscriber A, the O_AS inserts the identity allocated by the T_AS to the calling subscriber A into the call invite. When not notifying the calling subscriber A of identifier, and after receiving a call
invite from the calling subscriber A in step 11, the O_AS
inserts the identity allocated by the T_AS to the calling
subscriber A into the call invite.

[0108] FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram illustrating a first
composition structure of a system for accessing a CCBS
service based on an identity in the disclosure, as shown in
FIG. 7, the system comprises a receiving unit 70, an authen-
ticating unit 71, an accessing unit 72 and a rejecting unit 73;
therein
[0109] the receiving unit 70 is configured to receive a call
invite and to trigger the authenticating unit 71 when deter-
miming that the call invite includes a call completion indica-
tor;
[0110] the authenticating unit 71 is configured to authenti-
cate the identity of a calling subscriber in the call invite, to
trigger the accessing unit when the authentication is passed,
and to trigger the rejecting unit when the authentication is
failed;
[0111] the accessing unit 72 is configured to access the call
from the calling subscriber; and
[0112] the rejecting unit 73 is configured to reject access of
the call from the calling subscriber.
[0113] The authenticating unit 71 can authenticate the iden-
tity of the calling subscriber based on a shared key. At this
moment, the authenticating unit 71 comprises a determin-
ing sub-unit, a sending sub-unit, a re-sending sub-unit and an
authenticating sub-unit; wherein
[0114] the determining sub-unit is configured to determine
whether the recall invite of the calling subscriber forwarded
by the O_AS includes shared key information, to trigger the
sending sub-unit when the shared key information is not
included, and to trigger the authenticating sub-unit when the
shared key information is included;
[0115] the sending sub-unit is configured to send a reject
message to the O_AS, wherein the reject message includes a
challenge value generated based on the shared key;
[0116] the resending sub-unit is configured to send a call
invite including the shared key information to the T_AS; and
[0117] the authenticating sub-unit is configured to authen-
ticate the shared key information, wherein the identity of the
calling subscriber becomes legal when the authentication is
passed, and the identity of the calling subscriber becomes
illegal when the authentication is failed.
[0118] Or, the authenticating unit 71 comprises a detect-
ing sub-unit, a first sending sub-unit, a second sending sub-unit
and an authenticating sub-unit; wherein
[0119] the detecting sub-unit is configured to trigger the
sending sub-unit when detecting that the called subscriber is
idle;
[0120] the first sending sub-unit is configured to send a
notification message to the O_AS, wherein the notification
message includes a challenge value generated based on the
shared key;
[0121] the second sending sub-unit is configured to send a
recall invite including the shared key information to the
T_AS; and
[0122] the authenticating sub-unit is configured to authen-
ticate the shared key information in the recall invite, wherein
the identity of the calling subscriber becomes legal when the
authentication is passed, and the identity of the calling sub-
scriber becomes illegal when the authentication is failed.
[0123] FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram illustrating a second
composition structure of a system for accessing a CCBS
service based on an identity in the disclosure; as shown in
FIG. 8, based on the system in FIG. 7, the system for accessing
the CCBS service based on the identity in the embodiment
further comprises an allocating unit 74, a notifying unit 75
and a sending unit 76; wherein
[0124] the allocating unit 74 is configured to allocate an
identifier for the calling subscriber rejected for subscriber
busy;
[0125] the notifying unit 75 is configured to notify the
calling subscriber or the O_AS of the identifier;
[0126] the sending unit 76 is configured to send a recall
invite including the identifier information to the T_AS; and
[0127] the authenticating unit 71 authenticates the identi-

cifier information in the recall invite, and, when the authenti-
cation is passed, the identity of the calling subscriber
becomes legal; and the identity of the calling subscriber
becomes illegal when the authentication is failed.
[0128] FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram illustrating a third
composition structure of a system for accessing a CCBS
service based on an identity in the disclosure; as shown in
FIG. 9, based on the system shown in FIG. 7, the system for
accessing the CCBS service based on the identity in the
embodiment further comprises a detecting unit 77 and a send-
ing and recording unit 78; wherein
[0129] the detecting unit 77 is configured to trigger the
sending and recording unit when detecting that the called
subscriber is idle;
[0130] the sending and recording unit 78 is configured to
send a notification message indicating that the called sub-
scriber is idle to the calling subscriber, and to record the
identifier information of the calling subscriber; and
[0131] the authenticating unit 71 extracts the identifier
information of the calling subscriber from the call invite
forwarded by the O_AS, and compares the identifier informa-
tion with identifier information of the calling subscriber
recorded in the T_AS, wherein the identity authentication is
passed when the identifier information of the calling sub-
scriber from the call invite is identical to the identifier infor-
mation of the calling subscriber recorded in the T_AS, and the
identity authentication is failed when the identifier informa-
tion of the calling subscriber from the call invite is not iden-
tical to the identifier information of the calling subscriber
recorded in the T_AS.
[0132] It should be understood by those skilled in the art
that, the systems for accessing a CCBS service based on an
identity in FIG. 7 to FIG. 9 are designed for implementing the
above-mentioned method for accessing a CCBS service
based on an identity, and the functions of each processing unit
of the systems shown in FIGS. 7, 8 and 9 can be understood
with reference to the description of the above-mentioned
method, realized by running programs on a processor and
further realized by a specific logic circuit.
[0133] To sum up, the above are only preferred embodi-
ments of the disclosure, and is not limited to the scope of
protection of the disclosure herein.

What is claimed is:
I. A method for accessing a Completion of Call to Busy
Subscriber (CCBS) service based on an identity, comprising:
when receiving a call invite and determining that the call
invite includes a call completion indicator, a Terminat-
ing Application Server (T_AS) authenticating the iden-
tity of a caller initiating the call invite, allowing the
access of the caller when the identity authentication is
passed; rejecting the access of the caller when the iden-
ty authentication is failed.
2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the caller comprises a calling subscriber or a calling user equipment; and a callee comprises a called subscriber or a called user equipment.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the rejecting the access of the caller comprises: rejecting the access of the caller by sending a reject message to the caller, wherein the reject message is a 486 message.

4. The method according to claim 1, further comprising: the T_AS, when detecting that the callee is idle, sending a notification message indicating that the callee is idle to the caller, and recording identifier information of the caller; and
the authenticating the identity of the caller initiating the call invoke comprises:
the T_AS extracting the identifier information of the caller from the call invite, and comparing the identifier information with identifier information of the caller recorded in the T_AS, wherein the identity authentication is passed when the identifier information of the caller from the call invite is identical to the identifier information of the caller recorded in the T_AS, and the identity authentication is failed when the identifier information of the caller from the call invite is not identical to the identifier information of the caller recorded in the T_AS.

5. The method according to claim 1, wherein the T_AS authenticates the identity of the caller based on a shared key.

6. The method according to claim 5, wherein the T_AS authenticates the identity of the caller based on the shared key specifically by:
the T_AS determining whether a recall invite of the caller forwarded by the O_AS includes shared key information, and sending a reject message to the O_AS when the shared key information is not included, wherein the reject message includes a challenge value generated based on the shared key;
the resending call invite, which includes the shared key information, to the T_AS; and
the T_AS authenticating the shared key information, wherein the identity of the caller becomes legal when the authentication is passed and the identity of the caller becomes illegal when the authentication is failed.

7. The method according to claim 5, wherein the T_AS authenticates the identity of the caller based on the shared key specifically by:
the T_AS, when detecting that the callee is idle, sending a notification message to the O_AS, wherein the notification message includes a challenge value generated based on the shared key;
the caller sending a recall invite including the shared key information to the T_AS; and
the T_AS authenticating the shared key information in the recall invite, wherein the identity of the caller becomes legal when the authentication is passed and the identity of the caller becomes illegal when the authentication is failed.

8. The method according to claim 1, further comprising: the T_AS allocating an identifier for a caller rejected for busy subscriber and notifying the caller or the O_AS; the caller sending a recall invite, which includes the identifier information, to the T_AS; and
the T_AS authenticating the identifier information in the recall invite, wherein the identity of the caller becomes legal when the authentication is passed and the identity of the caller becomes illegal when the authentication is failed.

9. A system for accessing a CCBS service based on an identity, comprising a receiving unit, an authenticating unit, an accessing unit and a rejecting unit; wherein the receiving unit is configured to receive a call invite and to trigger the authenticating unit when determining that the call invite includes a call completion indicator;
the authenticating unit is configured to authenticate the identity of a caller in the call invite, to trigger the accessing unit when the authentication is passed and to trigger the rejecting unit when the authentication is failed;
the accessing unit is configured to access the call from the caller; and
the rejecting unit is configured to reject access to the call from the caller.

10. The system according to claim 9, further comprising a detecting unit and a sending and recording unit; wherein the detecting unit is configured to trigger the sending and recording unit when detecting that the callee is idle;
the sending and recording unit is configured to send a notification message indicating that the callee is idle to the caller and to record identifier information of the caller; and
the authenticating unit extracts the identifier information of the caller from the call invite forwarded by the O_AS, and compares the identifier information with identifier information of the caller recorded in the T_AS, wherein the identity authentication is passed when the identifier information of the caller from the call invite is identical to the identifier information of the caller recorded in the T_AS, and the identity authentication is failed when the identifier information of the caller from the call invite is not identical to the identifier information of the caller recorded in the T_AS.

11. The system according to claim 9, wherein the authenticating unit further authenticates the identity of the caller based on a shared key.

12. The system according to claim 11, wherein the authenticating unit further comprises a determining sub-unit, a sending sub-unit, a re-sending sub-unit and an authenticating sub-unit; wherein the determining sub-unit is configured to determine whether the recall invite of the caller forwarded by the O_AS includes shared key information, to trigger the sending sub-unit when the shared key information is not included, and to trigger the authenticating sub-unit when the shared key information is included;
the sending sub-unit is configured to send a reject message including a challenge value generated based on the shared key to the O_AS;
the resending sub-unit is configured to send a call invite including the shared key information to the T_AS; and
the authenticating sub-unit is configured to authenticate the shared key information, wherein the identity of the caller becomes legal when the authentication is passed and the identity of the caller becomes illegal when the authentication is failed.

13. The system according to claim 11, wherein the authenticating unit further comprises a detecting sub-unit, a first sending sub-unit, a second sending sub-unit and an authenticating sub-unit; wherein
the detecting sub-unit is configured to trigger the sending sub-unit when detecting that the callee is idle;
the first sending sub-unit is configured to send a notification message including a challenge value generated based on the shared key to the O-AS;
the second sending sub-unit is configured to send a recall invite including the shared key information to the T-AS; and
the authenticating sub-unit is configured to authenticate the shared key information in the recall invite, wherein the identity of the caller becomes legal when the authentication is passed and the identity of the caller becomes illegal when the authentication is failed.

14. The system according to claim 9, further comprising an allocating unit, a notifying unit and a sending unit; wherein the allocating unit is configured to allocate an identifier for the caller rejected for subscriber busy;
the notifying unit is configured to notify the caller or the O-AS of the identifier;
the sending unit is configured to send a recall invite including the identifier information to the T-AS; and
the authenticating unit authenticates the identifier information in the recall invite, wherein the identity of the caller becomes legal when the authentication is passed and the identity of the caller becomes illegal when the authentication is failed.

* * * * *